sharing, and all the rest make it clear that the land claims settlement was intended primarily as a vehicle for natural resource development in Alaska. As such it reflects the Statehood Act in philosophy and purpose.
The effects of the Settlement Act on the political balance of the State will be enormous. The Natives and their organizations now have control of two resources that guarantee them a permanent, prominent place in Alaska politics, namely, money and land. But beyond this, it is hazardous to predict the political impact of the settlement.
By many provisions of the Act there is potential for both conflict and cooperation between the state government and Natives; ad hoc alliances and antagonisms will no doubt emerge between them. Because of its economic development orientation, the Settlement Act may very well lead to an intensification of the long-standing development versus conservation conflict in Alaska (in anticipation of this, many conservationists inside and outside Alaska, who might otherwise have been expected to support a minority political movement, opposed the Act). However, on many issues, even development issues, there may not be anything that resembles a unified Native position.
For its part, the state government does not regard the Natives as its prime political antagonist. That role is still reserved for its traditional enemy, the federal government. In general, the state government did not regard the claims issue as a conflict with the Natives for land. Rather, it used the issue to press the federal government to surrender more of its land to Alaskans. That is, the State agreed to a generous land claims settlement for the Natives as a means of further eroding the federal government's jurisdiction in Alaska. From the state government's point of view, the main objective was to minimize conflict between Native and state land selection rights. This was accomplished by restricting Native selections for the most part to areas around villages, so 40 million acres for the Natives was 40 million acres out of federal ownership in addition to the 104 million acres granted to the State in the Statehood Act of 1958.
The State could also agree to a generous revenue-sharing program with the Natives (after some friendly persuasion by the federal government) since it expected that the fabulously rich oil fields of the North Slope would soon come into commercial production, and then there would be plenty of money for everyone. In fact, it would take a very long time for the State to pay its share of the $500 million contribution unless the North Slope or comparable oil fields were developed. Since settlement of the Native land claims was a prerequisite for construction of the trans-Alaska pipeline and since it insured that the Natives would be committed to the pipeline's construction, the half billion dollar revenue-sharing provision was considered not too high a price t o pay.
Indeed, the acceptance of the land claims settlement by all of the established economic interests in Alaska -the state government the corporate mineral developers, the chambers of commerce, the independent miners, and the labour interests -stems from the fact that it does not substantially redistribute existing wealth among those groups in the State. Rather, it promises to increase the total amount of wealth available to all; the Natives, for the first time, included. This is, of course, an ideal solution to the political demands of an ethnic minority, and conditions in Alaska made it possible.
The Natives carefully made their economic development interests known to the public and to government officials. If occasionally they talked about being Alaska's first and true conservationists, and if occasionally they linked their struggle to that of the Red, Black and Chicano political movements in the other states, this was for what support they might generate among white liberal and ethnic minority groups in the "lower 48". For the land claims movement in Alaska had a very conservative style, marked by repeated references to the welfare of "all Alaskans" and frequent displays of the symbols of American political life.
To be sure, the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act of 1971, with its overriding commitment to economic development, is very much in the American, and Alaskan, political tradition.
Gordon of a general elevation about 3,500 feet above sealevel (Fig. l) . Viewed from a distance this looks as if it were snow-covered, but on closer inspection the "snow" proves to be screes and ridges covered by a pale-grey mantle of huge, angular blocks of frost-shattered grey limestone, often totally or nearly devoid of vegetation (Fig. 2) . This mantle is very deep, and the broken rocks so large and angular that a traverse on foot is difficult and even dangerous. Soil is either totally absent, or at best confined to small pockets that may harbour tufts of mosses among which may be seen individual plants such as Oryria digyna, Saxifraga appositifolia or Luzula confusa, that only there could have gained a precarious foothold. Growing from deep down amongst the rocks, we were surprised also to find occasional specimens of the otherwise exceedingly rare Smelowskia borealis, here mainly sterile and etiolated, because of the shady habitat.
In this rock mantle, weathering obviouslv is very slow, because no water from rain or melting snow is retained in its upper layers. During the winter the rock mantle probably catches much snow that later, because of the shade between the rocks, melts slowly. The run-off, during summer, feeds the lower slopes and the valley below. In mid-July ice could still be seen everywhere deep down between the rocks.
The north-and northwest-facing slopes are steep, with an angle of 40 to 45 degrees but, owing to the great size and angularity of the rocks, they appeared remarkably stable, with no downhill movement.
On south-and southeast-facing slopes weathering appears to be more active and, no doubt, is accelerated by more frequent freezing and thawing. The evident downhill movement here of rock debris from the rockmantle above, causes these slopes to be less steep; their lower part, often with a gradient of 20 degrees or less, are strikingly fluted by water-sculptured, shallow ravines between gravelly ridges. The ravines were probably formed in a period when the climate was moister than at present, but at the time of our visit they were quite dry, although enough soil moisture remained to sustain an open plant cover that from a distance imparted a light grey-green colour contrasting markedly with the dull-grey limestone rubble of the intervening ridges.
Ascending these slopes the gradient becomes steeper and the soil particles progessively coarser until, near the summit, we again reach the mantle of huge angular blocks.
In comparison with the surprisingly rich and varied flora of the southern Ogilvie
Mountains that of the limestone hills is extraordinarily poor in species but very different in composition.
The valley shown in Fig. 2 is oriented SE-NW and is directly south of Mile 110 on the Dempster Highway. It was chosen partly for its closeness to the highway and partly for the diversity of its plant habitats described below.
The hills on either side of the valley rise to approximately 800 feet above the valley bottom. The northwest-facing slopes to the left, except for a very narrow strip near the bottom, are devoid of vegetation as is the upper half of those on the right side of the valley. A small stream, barely visible in the photograph, is fed from snowbanks at the head of the valley, and from seepage. 
STONY FLOOD PLAIN
Stony flood plain valley bottom is oriented southeast-northwest between low limestone hills. Starting at the head of the valley, the following more or less distinct plant habitats were examined in some detail: 1) Welldrained gravelly or sandy stream banks, the down-stream parts subject to spring flooding; 2) Dry, stony ridges usually with some soil around or between the stones; 3) Moist floodplain meadows; 4) Moist, peaty bogs well above present flooding; 5 ) Low willow thickets, mostly on boulder flats between former stream beds but no longer subject to flooding; the space between boulders now well filled by sediments topped by a humus layer; the older and mature willow thickets are now being invaded by white spruce (see Fig. 2 
The Role of Spring Thaw In String Bog Genesis
Much has been written in several languages on the problems of distribution and genesis of string bogs. With the exception of certain botanical studies of string bog floral.2, there have been little more than cursory attempts to develop an understanding of the physical and biological forces involved in the formation of string bogs. In three recent textbooks on cold region geomorphology3,4~5, little attention is paid to these problems. It is possible to make a case for string bogs constituting dynamic landscape elements critical in their adjustment to prevailing environmental factors, and thereby demonstrate that changes in the physical form and ecological character of string bogs over time are vital in the development of theories about the direction, intensity and frequency of environmental change in the subarctic. Before this stage is reached, it is necessary to establish a more
